Cruising Log 140607

Saturday May 31st.
First, to an ATM to stock up with Euros (v.i.).  Colin wanted to use my washing machine so a combined wash was done. Having arrived from Croatia I set off to find customs to announce our arrival. Reception directed me to the Customs Office opposite the shipyard on the far side of the port. A marinier offered me a ride there by buggy so I travelled in style, found the office AND a beautiful Italian lass -who directed me back to Reception!! There, another charming lass completed formalities, provided a weather update, and phoned Customs with the result that they will visit PD tomorrow. No, the fuel dock opens at 0700, they will visit today pm! Back on board I checked my Euros. I had 3 receipts for each of 250€ but only had 3 lots of 50€ x3 & 20€ x5! I hurried back to the bank, Credito Siciliano, but it was only open Monday to Fridays. I just hope the mistake is in the receipts – we are, methinks, in Mafia territory. I spent the afternoon writing up this log and passage planning. Annoyingly the marina WiFi, “portetna” kept dropping out. David, s/y Striding Edge (yes they used to live in the Lake District) kindly let me have his pass code for his Huawei mobile WiFi (hopefully I’ll set up mine in Cagliari if I can surmount the language difficulties of the Wind shop), which was of enormous help. The only serious weather predicted was for Tues/Wed in the Sicillian Strait down South that excluded a visit to Malta. We will wend our way up the Messina Strait, past Scylla, “the Render” and Charybdis,. “the Sucker-down” to I Vulcano, 43M, the nearest Aeolian Island and thence to I Ustica, 84M, a very small island some 37M North of Palermo. With time in hand we might even visit the Maddalena Islands of N Sardinia. ETA Portoscuso is June 10, Colin leaves June 12.
Sunday June 1st. Riposto twds I. Vulcano 74M aborted Messina 35M.
I left a bottle of Scedro wine for David and slipped at 0730 not sure whether I am legal as the Customs did not turn up. We took on 321L of diesel and collected my deposit for the shower keys and the electricity connector and left having paid my berthing fee in advance. While waiting I chatted with Don Smiley s/y  Fourteen (in Italian) from Haslar, who had already refuelled but was waiting for Reception to open at 0900. It was a pleasant motor along the mountainous Eastern Sicilian coast. We marvelled at the extraordinary Taormina with its castle and clusters of houses perched so high on the hill tops, features of this coastline with its history of raids by the Turks and pirates. It was a lovely morning fine and sunny as we were passing Messina but the throttle seemed to be slipping. With the throttle fully forward we could only achieve a maximum of 2400 revs. I put into Messina at 1300 requesting an outside berth for 1 hour for repairs. It’s a palaver accessing the aft end of the cable. 8 screws need to be removed and then the boom elevated on the topping lift and the binnacle hoisted by tackle attached to the D ring I added at the end of the boom for just such purpose. Even then access is a mere 4 inches limited in scope by insufficient length in the many cables. I had memories of a throttle problem at Christmas time in Trinidad and then a thin plastic lug was fractured. We were unable to detach the cable but Colin tightened up the forward end and we left for a sea trial having of course to replace and secure the binnacle. There was slight improvement but it was not adequate so we returned to our berth and signed in. Tomorrow June 2nd is a National holiday and the following day a regional one!! Why is it when I need some assistance at a port I always seem to arrive at holiday time? As usual there was a language problem but I was introduced to Captain Danilo Blandina who would do his best to obtain help for 0900 tomorrow by which time we would have everything prepared again for access. Messina presents as a flat city with few tall buildings the result of numerous earthquakes. The city was devastated and levelled in the 1908 earthquake, which caused the shores to subside by 0.6m (2ft) and the death of 64,000 souls. During the Second World War the city was again levelled by allied bombing, and once more, had to be rebuilt. Another feature of the Straits is the peculiar boats that have evolved to catch the migrating swordfish.  They now have immense steel lattice masts and a bowsprit longer than the boat that may be a good 15m (50ft) long. The captain is hauled up to his chair atop the mast by an electric winch and directs proceedings with the harpooner at the end of the bowsprit. We enjoyed a relaxing afternoon and evening. A Romanian yacht berthed ahead with 4 aboard. They were en route to the start of Jimmy Cornell’s Round the World Cruise some yachts of which will do the North West Passage. I was able to give some advice re ports en route in Sardinia and about HF comms.
Monday June 2nd. Messina twds I. Vulcano 43M
2 men arrived and checked out the throttle cable, we could obtain 3000 revs in neutral. Replaced binnacle and left again for a sea trial but in gear high revs not obtained. Now the penny dropped we must have fuel problem! I dropped below and blow me the pre filter was solid with a grey porridge!! Two skippers with more then 70,000 sea miles and two engineers missed the obvious filter with minds diverted elsewhere.  OK we changed the Racor pre-filter and left for a sea trial, and radioed Danila all OK and at 1300 resumed our route. The thought crossed my mind, should I have changed the main filter as well? We noted the disturbed water of Charybdis no place to be in a storm. “And all this time, in travail, sobbing, gaining on the current, we rowed into the Strait – Scylla to port and on our Starboard beam Charybdis, dire gorge of the salt sea tide. By heaven! When she vomited, all the sea was like a caldron seething over intense fire, when the mixture suddenly heaves and rises.” The Odyssey. Book 12. It was an easy motor sail to Porto di Levante; the dolphins visited, gave a couple of beautiful leaps but did not stay to play. We reached our anchorage at 1920 but the windlass jammed, I’d forgotten to tell Colin to watch the windlass lock. That was easily remedied with a hammer blow but although the windlass would advance the chain the up switch did not work. Now hauling up a heavy anchor is no job for two pensioners especially yours truly with a severe neck ache so I detached the capstan to see if my manual converter would fit. I changed the windlass in Rodney Bay, St Lucia from a Sprint to an Antares, I remember questioning the lack of the converter then which really should accompany the windlass but with Rae & Jonathan on board anxious to get going that detail was not pursued. Of course my old converter did not fit.  There was an area of mooring buoys, which looked very small and close together quite inadequate for a large yacht but still I circled three times and giving up re-routed us to Is Ustica. We were leaving when a dinghy chased us and the boatman assured us that there was no problem for my boat. We returned and sure enough he duly pulled up a massive line initially attached via the bow roller. Colin, cook for the day, disappeared below to put the supper on. The rode would chafe on my anchor so I changed it to a bridle with the skilled help of the boatman who used a line from his bow to my bow and another to the buoy to take the tension while my line was re-roved. I expressed concern re the closeness of other buoys and he promptly pulled up another huge line and attached it to my stern. We were certainly secure at 2020.
Tuesday June 3rd. Is Vulcano twds Santa Maria, Is Ustica 84M, aborted Is Alicudi. 37.5M.
A 12-hour passage so it was an early start in the rain at 0600. At 0715 we were in a position from which we could see all five of the Aeolian Islands. At 0800 we were treated to a magnificent dolphin display, some 15-20 of these wonderful creatures so adapted to their environment, playing with power and grace with our bow wave. Every now and then one or two would leap for joy, and others would roll onto their backs displaying their white undersides as they took a good look at us. Colin off watch retired for some shuteye for it had been a rolly night. At 1000 the revs were fluctuating and I could only get 2400 maximum. Yes I should have changed the main fuel filter and we still had 50M to go with no real wind to give me an alternative. We had just passed Is Alicudi the westernmost of the Aeolian Islands so I turned back and circumnavigated the island to the only populated area on the Eastern side. At 1200 we picked up a mooring buoy in 19m very close to the shore and ferry terminal with great difficulty. We could only get the two lines of the pick up buoy around the starboard cleat and were quite unable to heave up the actual mooring warp. Anyway in the mild conditions this was adequate and we enjoyed lunch before dropping the dinghy. First things first. We changed the main fuel filter then while I set to work passage- planning Colin re-wired the port windlass switch. He reported that the copper wire was not tinned and suggested that both windlass switches should in due course be re-wired. Is Alicudi is an extinct volcanic cone rising to 666m (2185ft) and dropping sheer into the sea. We went ashore so Colin has at last set his feet on an Aeolian Island. Only one of the very few islanders spoke ”American” and he was from Naples but enjoyed the solitude of the island. It was incongruous to see the packhorse mode of transport next to the helipad presumably used for emergencies. There was no point in setting anchor watches in a rolly position close to a lee shore so it was an easy decision to up sticks and press on. After supper and securing the dinghy we prepared to weigh at 2030 but on engine start up the red charge light stayed on despite the monitor briefly saying charging at 56A V14.6. Better to be sure of the simple things we checked and tightened the V belt and left at 2130.
Wednesday June 4th. Is Alicudi twds Is Ustica 55.7M continued to Cagliari, Sardinia, total 269.8M
We motor sailed in the WNW F4 bang on the nose with 3 reefs in the main to minimise flogging and roll at a leisurely 5 knots, as clearly one prefers to arrive at strange ports in daylight. At 2300 I bore way and we motor tacked on a XTE of 2M for an easier motion. Rather strangely the Victron inverter charger stayed on “inverter” with the red charge light remaining on, but the monitor continued to repeatedly fluctuate between charge and discharge and after 11 hours we still had 13.4V, capacity 79% 355Ahr left. At 0600 Ustica was fine on the port bow and at 0945 we were entering Cala Santa Maria. The history of this island is littered with accounts of massacres and mayhem. It was inhabited around 2000BC. The Greeks called the island Osteodes (island of bones) after the remains of 6,000 mutinous soldiers from Carthage who were abandoned here to die of hunger and thirst. The Romans called it Ustum (burnt) from the black basalt of which the island is largely composed. In the 18th century the Bourbons attempted to colonise the island, only to have the entire colony massacred by pirates, all bar two who escaped to tell the awful tale. Towards the end of the 18th century the Bourbons fortified the island and successfully colonised it, at last, the venerable forefathers of today’s population. It is green and fertile and a delightful place to visit. On entering the harbour we were waved away as two largish yachts exited. The mooring buoys were crowded with small craft, indeed the pilot book says that in summer the harbour is so crowded that you can practically walk across from boat to boat. Our only option was to berth bows or stern to on the quay from our own anchor. That meant dropping the dinghy for stern to or rigging a stern anchor for bows to. I looked at Colin and he looked at me and we both agreed to press on to Sardinia. I was on the evening watch and after a splendid sunset, I was treated to another wonderful dolphin display in the twilight.
Thursday June 5th. At sea, Arrival Cagliari.
[bookmark: _GoBack]When next on watch at 0400 I could set all sail close hauled in the S F4 making our best course to windward and indeed with 38° apparent on port I could claw along our track making 5.3 knot for 2½ hours. The wind slowly veered SSW then SW so headed, we had to commence tacking always a question of boat speed against heading e.g. at 60°apparent we could make 7 knots which became 6.5 at 50 ° and 6 knots at 40°.  It was a fabulous watch all sail in the F4/5 enjoying the peace and poetry of motion that is sailing. On Colin’s watch we had fun experimenting with rig tweaking, and endless discussion ensued from the amount of mainsail seen from the end of the boom looking forward, to car positions, and leach tension. He felt both genoa and mainsail leach tension needed to be eased by perhaps ¼ inch! Pointing ability was NOT improved by moving the mainsheet car to lee (a la Anton!!).  To return to basics after sailing for 7 hours with no change in amperage use we had 12.2V with 62% capacity & 263Ahrs. I rather suspect that with new batteries the Victron needs its parameters checked and it is the electronics that are confused. I had changed to water pressure pump 2 and that stayed on and required a couple of engineer taps with my rubber hammer but is still fickle. At 1400 after some 10 hours under continuous sail it was time to prepare for entry to Cagliari but on trying to start the engine the throttle lever was stuck. I detached the rubber cover and a plunger dropped out. Colin noted immediately that it had been cut with clear signs of the saw marks and the tell tale lip. Interesting, it certainly falls out easily especially with any tilt to starboard – at some time somebody working on the boat must have lost the original plunger and fashioned a substitute! Anyway with a bit of jiggling it was replaced and we had engine power. We entered the huge harbour of Cagliari and made for Marina del Sole. There was no reply on VHF but eventually we spotted a marinier on the pontoon we had virtually passed. Now the problem of writing a log is that it has to be an honest one or what is the point?  I was now upwind and we both were concentrating on trying to hear what was being asked so I turned slowly to starboard still upwind and coming round of course drifted to  leeward and ended up caught by two large bowsprits. I should of course have turned completely away headed back the way we had come and commenced an oblique upwind approach. How embarrassing for two sailors with more than 70,00 sea miles.  Fortunately the damage was minor my fishing rod HF aerial was broken and one stanchion slightly bent but easily straightened. Most importantly I was able to just drag the dinghy outboard clear. So here we are in Sardinia, mission accomplished. Some work needs to be done but more of that in the next log.
Summary:  Kremik – Rogoznica (7.5) – Kremik (6.0) – Rogoznica (6.1) – Trogir (17.2) – Korcula (35) –Riposto, SICILY, 397.2) – Messina (35) – Porto di Levante I VULCANO (51) –I Alicudi (37.5) – Cagliari SARDINIA (269.8) Total: 889.5M 14 days, actual sailing 17 hours.




